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Sleep can be characterised as a dynamic process that has a finite set of sleep stages during the night. The standard Rechtschaffen and Kales
sleep model produces discrete representation of sleep and does not take into account its dynamic structure. In contrast, the continuous sleep
representation provided by the probabilistic sleep model accounts for the dynamics of the sleep process. However, analysis of the sleep
probabilistic curves is problematic when time misalignment is present. In this study, we highlight the necessity of curve synchronisation
before further analysis. Original and in time aligned sleep probabilistic curves were transformed into a finite dimensional vector space, and
their ability to predict subjects’ age or daily measures is evaluated. We conclude that curve alignment significantly improves the prediction
of the daily measures, especially in the case of the S2-related sleep states or slow wave sleep.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sleep is a continuous process that can be described by a fi-
nite number of sleep stages. The Rechtschaffen and Kales
sleep model (R&K) [1] distinguishes five basic sleep stages.
These include the Wake stage, or stage of full wakefulness;
stages S1 (light sleep), S2, S3, and S4, also called nonREM
stages; and finally, the REM (rapid eye movement) stage, dur-
ing which quick eye movements behind closed eyelids are
typical. Stages S3 and S4 represent slow wave sleep SWS
(or deep sleep), and in this study are considered together. The
R&K model is mainly based on the analysis of EEG signals,
which are divided into non-overlapping 30-second segments;
each time segment is assigned to one of the above-mentioned
sleep stages. This results in a discrete sleep representation
known as a sleep hypnogram, where changes between a small
number of sleep stages are not smooth.

The probabilistic sleep model (PSM) [2] is an alternative
method of sleep process modelling. The model is EEG-
based, but in contrast to the R&K model, only 3-second time
segments are considered, and PSM distinguishes 20 sleep
states called sleep microstates. Instead of strict assignment
of a time segment to one of the 20 sleep states, a probability
value is computed for each sleep microstate separately.
Considering the probability values as a function of time, a
sleep probabilistic curve is obtained (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. An example of sleep probabilistic curves for 20 sleep mi-
crostates. The blue curves represent a whole night profile of a 42-
year-old healthy man.
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Fig.2. An example of the sleep probabilistic curves for sleep stages
Wake, S1, S2, SWS, REM. The blue curves represent a whole night
profile of a 42-year-old healthy man. Corresponding Rechtschaffen
and Kales scores [1] are depicted in red.

Physiological interpretation of sleep microstates is not
straightforward. Therefore, PSM also estimates the probabil-
ity (weights) of similarities between microstates and the stan-
dard sleep stages Wake, S1, S2, SWS or REM. For example,
using the current analysis, sleep microstate 1 is similar to the
S2 stage, with the probability of 84.7%, and to the REM stage
with the probability of 10.9%. Thus, the sum of probabilities
to the other R&K sleep stages is 4.4%.

In addition to the interpretation of sleep microstates, esti-
mated probabilities may be used as weights in a linear com-
bination of the sleep microstates in order to reconstruct pro-
babilistic curves for the standard R&K sleep stages (Fig. 2).
In the analysis of the sleep probabilistic curves, we aimed to
find typical overnight sleep profiles which significantly corre-
lated with age or daily life performance. However, when the
curves are misaligned in time (Fig. 3), the relationship with
daily life measures is difficult to detect. Two curves X and Y
observed on the approximately same time interval T = [a,b]
are misaligned if they are of similar shape, but important fea-
tures like local maxima or minima are shifted in time.

To align a pair of curves X ,Y means to find a strictly in-
creasing time transformation h : T → T which minimises cho-
sen similarity criterion C between the curves under the as-
sumption of the common start and end point

h(a) = a and h(b) = b.

The area under the squared difference of two curves

C(X ,Y ◦h) =
�

T
(X(t)−Y ◦h(t))2 dt (1)

is an example of a similarity criterion which is used with
small modifications in the majority of the curve alignment
methods.
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Fig.3. An example of two smoothed sleep probabilistic curves with
similar overnight profiles misaligned in time (left), and the aligned
version (right).

Two of the many methods developed for curve alignment
are self-modelling time warping [3] and pairwise curve syn-
chronisation [4]. The first method aligns a set of curves to one
common target curve, while the second approach aligns each
pair of curves separately. The curve alignment by moments
[5] defines a set of moments in a curve and aligns two curves
in such a way that the difference between their moments is
as small as possible. Following our previous practical expe-
rience with the presented sleep dataset, we prefer the elastic
time warping method as described in [6]. The general idea of
elastic warping was first mentioned in [7] or [8]. This method
aligns transformations of each curve called the square-root
slope function by using the criterion (1), rather than curves
themselves. For more detail, see [6].

There may exist sleep features in which exact timing influ-
ences sleep quality and daily behaviour. Therefore, we aimed
to detect sleep microstates or standard sleep stages where
the time alignment of the sleep probabilistic curves signifi-
cantly improves correlations between the sleep structure and
daily measures, and conversely, where the curve alignment is
counter-productive.

2. SUBJECT AND METHODS

In this study, the polysomnographic (PSG) recordings of 146
healthy subjects spending two consecutive nights in the sleep
laboratory were used. These recordings represent a subset of
PSG data collected in the European sleep project SIESTA [9].

After awakening, the subjects participated in a battery of
neuropsychological tests. They were also asked to subjec-
tively score their sleep quality or level of drive and drowsiness
[10]. In addition, in the morning and evening, their pulse rate
and blood pressure were recorded. The whole set of daily
measures collected is listed in Table 1.

In addition to the original daily measures, we considered
three artificial factors – factor of subjectively scored sleep
quality (FA1), physiological factor (FA2), and neuropsycho-
logical factor (FA3). These factors were obtained by apply-
ing the factor analysis method to the set of all available daily
measures [10].
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Table 1. The list of daily measures and their abbreviations used in
the article. For more details about the cognitive tests or question-
naires see [10].

Abbreviation Measure
s_qua subjectively scored sleep quality
a_qua subjectively scored awakening quality
s_com subjectively scored somatic complaints
wb_m, wb_e well-being morning/evening
drive level of drive in the morning
drows level of drowsiness in the morning
aff level of affectivity in the morning
mood level of mood in the morning
pul_m, pul_e pulse rate in the morning/evening
dia_m, dia_e diastolic blood pressure in the morn-

ing/evening
sys_m, sys_e systolic blood pressure in the morn-

ing/evening
num_m numerical memory test
ad_ts alphabetical cross-out test, total score
ad_sv alphabetical cross-out test, attention varia-

bility
errp alphabetical cross-out test, percentage of

errors
fma_r, fma_l fine motor activity test (right and left

hand)

First, PSM was applied to the PSG data, and sleep prob-
abilistic curves of 20 sleep microstates were extracted. Be-
cause of a high time variation between the beginning of sleep
(lights off) and falling asleep, the beginning of all probabilis-
tic sleep curves was set to the sleep latency, which is defined
as three consecutive 30-second periods of the S1 stage, or the
first period of the S2 stage, whichever comes first.

In the second step the probabilistic curves for the standard
sleep stages Wake, S1, S2, SWS or REM were reconstructed by
using the sleep probabilistic curves of 20 sleep microstates,
and similarity weights estimated by the PSM.

The sleep probabilistic curves were smoothed by applying
the functional principal component analysis (FPCA) method
with smoothing covariance surface [11]. The smoothing step
and the procedure described below were performed for each
sleep microstate or standard sleep stage separately.

The FPCA method is also able to predict the sleep proba-
bilistic curves profile at the end of the night according to the
behaviour of the whole database. Therefore, we can define
curves of all subjects over the same time interval.

A by-product of the FPCA method is the transformation of
a functional half-space of all non-negative curves into a fi-
nite dimensional vector space of principal component scores.
Each smoothed sleep probabilistic curve Xi, i = 1, . . . ,N
where N = 2× 146 = 292 can be expressed as a sum of an
overall mean curve µ and a linear combination of K func-
tional principal components φ1, . . . ,φK

Xi(t) = µ(t)+
K

∑
j=1

ai jφ j(t). (2)

Functions φ j : T →R, j = 1, . . . ,K are normalised and mutu-

ally orthogonal

�
T

φi(t)φ j(t)dt =

{
0, i 6= j,
1, i = j.

The vector of principal component scores

ai = (ai1, . . . ,aiK)
T , i = 1, . . . ,N

was used for further analysis, as the representative of the
curve Xi.

To relate principal component scores of the sleep proba-
bilistic curves with daily measures, a linear regression model
was applied. For a chosen sleep state, the dataset was divided
into a training and a testing part. A daily measure m was mod-
elled as a linear combination of principal component scores
belonging to the training dataset Dtrain

mi = β0 +
K

∑
j=1

β jai j + εi, i ∈ Dtrain,

where the estimators β̂0, . . . , β̂K for the unknown parameters
were obtained by the standard method of least squares. Then
we tested whether the estimated model is significantly better
than a constant model. After that, values of the daily measure
for the testing dataset Dtest were predicted by the estimated
linear model

m̂l = β̂0 +
K

∑
j=1

β̂ jal j, l ∈ Dtest .

Finally, Spearman’s correlation coefficient was computed
between real values ml , l ∈ Dtest and predicted values
m̂l , l ∈ Dtest .

To avoid misinterpretation of results caused by random
splitting into training and testing datasets, 10-fold cross-
validation was considered.

In the next step, the sleep probabilistic curves were aligned
in time by the elastic time warping method [6] immediately
after smoothing. The alignment was carried out for each
sleep state separately. Transformation of aligned curves into
principal component scores and modelling of daily measures
were done in the same way as described above. Finally, the
Wilcoxon test was performed to detect whether the difference
between correlation coefficients obtained from the original
and aligned curves was significant.

Different division of the data into 10 folds may lead to
slightly different results. Therefore, the whole procedure was
repeated 100 times and differences in correlations based on
misaligned or aligned curves were considered as significant if
the Wilcoxon test rejected the null hypothesis (no difference
between correlation coefficients) in more than 40 trials.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Sleep microstates
Time synchronisation of the sleep probabilistic curves of 20
sleep microstates resulted in a few changes of correlations
between real and predicted values of daily measures (Table 2).
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Table 2. Average correlation coefficients for daily measures and
sleep microstates. Only results where a significant difference be-
tween original and aligned curves was detected by the Wilcoxon test
are presented. The percentage of linear models which were signifi-
cantly better than a constant model is depicted in brackets.

Daily
meas.

Microstate p-value ρ̄ ,
misaligned
curves

ρ̄ ,
aligned
curves

wb_m 5 (65% SWS) 0.011 −0.14 (0%) 0.10 (91%)
aff 8 (73% REM) 0.017 0.02 (0%) 0.13 (37%)

9 (76% S2) 0.017 −0.04 (7%) 0.16 (94%)
19 (88% W) 0.014 −0.13 (0%) 0.09 (0%)

FA2 14 (72% REM) 0.021 0.25 (54%) 0.10 (0%)
20 (63% S2) 0.014 0.05 (9%) 0.25 (100%)

pul_m 8 (73% REM) 0.038 0.02 (2%) 0.17 (99%)
sys_m 14 (72% REM) 0.054 0.21 (100%) 0.03 (0%)
dia_m 14 (72% REM) 0.021 0.15 (69%) −0.02 (0%)
dia_e 1 (85% S2) 0.045 −0.08 (0%) 0.13 (87%)
FA3 6 (85% Wake) 0.017 0.25 (99%) 0.05 (11%)

8 (73% REM) 0.054 0.02 (0%) 0.17 (80%)
ad_sv 5 (65% SWS) 0.001 −0.13 (0%) 0.14 (63%)

In the case of subjectively scored sleep and awakening
quality, the only significant difference was observed in the
case of morning well-being (wb_m) and affectivity (aff) tests.

The sleep microstate 5 represents deeper sleep (65 % SWS,
35% S2) and the principal component scores of the original,
in time misaligned sleep probabilistic curves, were not able to
predict the values of wb_m. An increment in average correla-
tion values was observed after curve alignment, and the per-
centage of linear models being significantly better than a con-
stant model was higher (0% for misaligned curves and 91%
for aligned curves).

The average correlations between the real level of affectiv-
ity in the morning and its values predicted by using principal
component scores of misaligned curves corresponding either
to microstate 8 (73% REM) or 19 (88% Wake) were close to
zero, and none of the fitted models was better than a con-
stant model. Thus, it was impossible to predict the level of
affectivity by using the information from these microstates.
After curve alignment, the average correlations increased in
both cases, but were still low, see Table 2. Improvement in
percentage of linear models being significantly better than a
constant model was observed only in the case of microstate 8.

No relationship between the structure of the sleep mi-
crostate 9 (76% S2) and the level of affectivity in the morn-
ing was detected when misaligned sleep probabilistic curves
were used. The average correlation was ρ̄ = −0.04 and the
ratio of trained linear models which outperformed a constant
model was less than 10% (Table 2). In contrast, after curve
alignment, the average correlation increased to 0.16, and the
percentage of linear models being significantly better than a
constant model was also higher.

Considering the physiological measures, the curve align-
ment produced significant changes in correlations, especially
in REM-related sleep microstate 14. The average correlations
between the real and predicted values of FA2, systolic and
diastolic pressure in the morning decreased after curve align-
ment (Table 2). The ratio of linear models outperforming a

constant model was equal to 0. However, for the misaligned
cases, the percentage was above 50% in all three cases. This
indicates that curve alignment is counterproductive for mi-
crostate 14.

Microstate 8 is also similar to the REM stage, but its cha-
racteristics differ from those of microstate 14. As depicted
in Table 2, the average correlations with pulse rate in the
morning changed from insignificant for in time misaligned
curves to significant (≈ 0.17) after the curves were aligned.
The curve alignment also increased the percentage of linear
models outperforming a constant model (99 %), indicating
that there may exist a relationship between the structure of
microstate 8 and the pulse rate in the morning.

The last difference was observed in the case of the S2-
related sleep microstates 1 and 20 (Table 2) and FA2 or di-
astolic blood pressure in the evening. In both cases, curve
alignment produced higher correlations in contrast to the case
of misaligned curves. The percentage of linear models be-
ing better than a constant model was above 87% after curve
alignment.

Significant average correlations (≈ 0.25) between the FA3
factor score and the structure of the microstate 6 dimin-
ished after curve alignment. This microstate characterises full
awakening during the night or in the morning. The amount of
time spent awake during the night influences our cognitive
performance in the morning. However, after curve alignment
the information about the exact amount of time spent awake
is missing, and therefore, a decrement in average correlation
values and in the percentage of linear models better than a
constant model was observed.

For FA3 or ad_sv the curve alignment improved the predic-
tion ability of linear models fitted to the principal component
scores of either microstate 8 (73% REM) or 5 (65% SWS).
In addition, the percentage of linear models outperforming a
null model increased after curve alignment from 0% for mis-
aligned curves to 80% for microstate 8 or 63% for microstate
5. However, the difference between average correlations pro-
duced by either misaligned or aligned curves of microstate 8
was at the edge of significance (p-value = 0.054).

3.2. Standard R&K sleep stages
The alignment of the sleep probabilistic curves caused
changes in correlations between real and predicted results of
daily measures, especially for the REM stage (Table 3).

Improvement was observed in the case of age, physiolog-
ical factors, or the results of the numerical memory test. In
the last case, the insignificant correlation between daily mea-
sures and misaligned curves became statistically significant
after curve alignment. Moreover, the percentage of linear
models which were significantly better than a constant model
increased from 0% for misaligned curves to 85% for aligned
curves.

In the case of the level of mood or affectivity, the average
correlations between real and predicted values were signifi-
cantly lower for aligned curves for the REM stage. However,
no estimated linear model was better than a constant model
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Table 3. Average correlation coefficients for daily measures and
sleep stages. The same notation as in Table 2 is used.

Daily
meas.

Sleep
stage

p-value ρ̄

misaligned
curves

ρ̄

aligned
curves

age REM 0.026 0.40 (100%) 0.58 (100%)

drive Wake 0.021 0.14 (60%) −0.05 (0%)
mood REM 0.006 0.02 (0%) −0.23 (0%)
aff REM 0.003 0.01 (0%) −0.22 (0%)

S2 0.021 0.03 (8%) 0.24 (100%)

FA2 REM 0.021 0.23 (83.2%) 0.42 (100%)

num_m REM 0.014 −0.03 (0%) 0.13 (85%)

for either aligned or misaligned curves. We hypothesize that
the relationship between the REM stage and the level of mood
or affectivity simply does not exist, or we are not able to de-
tect it either with original or in time aligned curves.

For the Wake stage, the only significant change observed
was a decreased correlation with the level of drive in the
aligned curves. More than half of the linear models were sig-
nificantly better than a constant model when using principal
component scores of the misaligned curves. This indicates the
existence of a relationship between the Wake stage profile and
the level of drive. However, after alignment, this relationship
disappeared (the percentage was exactly 0).

Regarding the sleep stages S1, S2 or SWS, the correlations
between real and predicted values of daily measures were
higher for aligned curves in several cases, but not signifi-
cantly.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we demonstrated the benefit of time alignment
of sleep probabilistic curves when detecting the relationship
between sleep structure and daily measures. The sleep prob-
abilistic curves of either 20 sleep microstates or five standard
sleep stages were aligned using the elastic warping method.

The improvement in average correlations between real
and predicted values of daily measures was observed after
curve alignment in the S2- and SWS-related sleep microstates,
which is consistent with the results observed in the case of the
standard sleep stages. We can conclude that the whole struc-
ture of the sleep states related to the S2 stage or SWS is more
important than the exact timing of their periods.

The PSM distinguishes two sleep microstates similar to the
REM stage. In the case of microstate 8 (73% REM), curve
alignment helps to detect existing relationships between the
structure of the microstate and morning pulse rate or level
of affectivity. However, alignment of the sleep probabilis-
tic curves of microstate 14 (72% REM) led to a decrement
in average correlations. When considering the standard REM
stage, new or improved correlations with daily measures were
observed after curve alignment. The benefit of curve align-
ment for the REM stage is therefore questionable. We recom-
mend the use of both misaligned and aligned versions of sleep
probabilistic curves of microstates similar to the REM stage,
and careful interpretation of the results.

These results indicate different structures of the two REM-
related sleep microstates and confirm the necessity of a larger
set of sleep states considered by PSM, in contrast to the stan-
dard R&K model.

Considering either aligned sleep probabilistic curves of the
Wake stage or sleep microstates related to wakefulness, the
average correlations were significantly lower in comparison
to the misaligned case. Moreover, the percentage of linear
models outperforming a constant model decreased. We hy-
pothesize that, for the Wake stage, the exact timing of sleep
features is important for the sleep quality and cognitive per-
formance in the morning.

Finally, we can conclude that curve alignment is useful as
a pre-processing step, especially when analysing the structure
of S2, SWS, or related microstates.
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